Easter Conference

*Recreating Earth's Ancient Solar Civilizations:*
*Resurrecting Golden-Age Cultures of the Past*

April 9-12, 2009
Phoenix, Arizona

**Thursday, April 9th**  
Meru University

8:00 a.m.  Registration opens
9:00  Welcome from the World Teachers, Jesus and Kuthumi: Heart-Mindfulness as the New Way of Love-Wisdom  
Guided Heart-Mind Meditation  
**Jesus’** darshan with disciples of love-wisdom  
Reflection
10:30  Break
10:45  **Kuthumi’s** darshan with disciples of love-wisdom
12:00  Lunch
1:30 p.m.  Mantras with movement in mindfulness  
**Jesus’** darshan with the inner child of his disciples
3:30  Break
3:45  Prayers, mantras, movement and songs  
**Kuthumi’s** darshan with the inner child of his disciples
5:00  Dinner
6:30  Music with movement in mindfulness
7:30  **The Yezidis: Children of Sanat Kumara:** Mark Pinkham

**Friday, April 10th**

6:00 a.m.  **Solar Gazing and Paneurhythmy:** Wayne Purdin and Ivanka Grambelova
7:00  Breakfast
8:00  New Age Rosary, Prayers and Song Service  
Meditation and short bio  
**Mother Mary:** *Refresh Your Immaculate Vision*  
Reflection
9:45  Break
10:00  The Lemurian Brotherhood of the Sun in the Spiritual
Evolution of Humanity: Mark Pinkham
11:30  Break
11:45  Meditation and short bio
     John the Beloved: Love the Light to Secure our New World
     Reflection
12:30 p.m. Lunch
2:00   Prayers, mantras, movement and songs
2:15   Heartreach: Patricia West
2:45   2009 Organizational Update from the Hearts Center Council
3:45   Break
4:00   Meditation and short bio
     Paul the Venetian with the Goddess of Beauty: Refashion Your World
        in Beauty

Saturday, April 11th

6:00 a.m.  Solar Gazing and Paneurhythmy: Wayne Purdin and Ivanka Grambelova
7:00   Breakfast
8:00   New Age Rosary, Prayers and Song Service
     Meditation and short bio
     Lady Kristine: Take Responsibility for Tomorrow’s World Today
     Reflection
9:30   Break
9:45   Prayers, mantras, movement and songs
     Meditation and short bio
     Mystery Dictation: Create a World of Solar Joy
     Reflection
11:00  Prayer, mantras, movement and songs
     Meditation and short bio
     Igor: The Science of Presence and Divine Light
     Reflection
12:00  Lunch
1:30 p.m.  Prayers, mantras, movement and songs
     Ancient Golden-Age Cultures: David Lewis
     Meditation and short bio
     Uriel and Aurora: Resurrect the Highest of Ancient Cultures
     Reflection
3:30   Break
3:45  **Bhutan, the Magical Kingdom of Padma Sambhava:** Debra LeMore
5:00  Dinner
6:30  Prayers, mantras, movement and songs

**The Science of Light and Color:** Jackie Fleder/Jeannette Wallen
Meditation and short bio

**Saint Germain:** *The Science of Spiritual Light and Color*
Reflection

8:00  Prayers to Beloved Astrea and Purity and the Violet Fire

**Sunday, April 12th**

6:00 a.m.  **Solar Gazing and Paneurhythmy:** Wayne Purdin and Ivanka Grambelova
7:00  Breakfast
8:00  New Age Rosary, Prayers and Song Service
Meditation and short bio

**Omraam:** *The Science of the Sun*
Reflection

9:30  Break
9:45  **Easter Sunday Service**

**Communion**
11:00  Meditation and short bio

**Jesus Buddha:** *Buddhahood as the Golden Way of Wisdom*
Reflection

12:00  Lunch
1:30  Meditation and short bio

**Maitreya Buddha:** *The Coming Age of Love-Wisdom*
Reflection

2:00  **Heliophysics:** Wayne Purdin
2:30  Walk to the Kiwanis Park
Meditation and short bio

3:00  **Helios and Vesta:** *Become a Sun!*
Reflection
3:45  Return to meeting room

4:15  Regional update from the Arizona Heartfriends

What’s Next? Paul Haugen and Patricia West

5:45  Sealing of the conference

**Monday, April 13th**

Exploring the Mysteries and Sacred Spots of Sedona: A Day in Nature, breathing the fresh air of Spring. Details to be announced.

Sponsored by the Ascended Masters through The Hearts Center
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